
 

 
  

 
 
 
 
 
 

  

 

Poorly Swan 
 

 
 

Here at Westover Vets we are proud to work with 

several local wildlife charities.  Recently Wild 

Touch, one of these charities, brought in a swan 

that had been injured on the Broads - he had a 

pike fishing hook stuck in his neck!  

 

 

 
 

 

 
 

After examining the swan, we induced anaesthesia 

and took an X-ray of the area.  As you can see, the 

hook had entered from the side and lodged deeply 

in the neck muscles.  Fortunately the hook did not 

penetrate the trachea (windpipe), and so we were 

able to remove the hook with gentle surgery under 

general anaesthesia.   

 

Great care was taken so as not to damage the 

important nerves and blood vessels in the 

neck!  After removing the hook, the skin wound 

was cleaned and closed with some stitches.  

The swan was taken to the wildlife hospital and 

after some TLC made a full recovery!  We are very 

glad to hear that he was able to be released 

successfully and hope that the swan has no more 

encounters with fishing hooks! 

 

Thank you to Marine and Wildlife rescue for 

funding the operation.  
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First Aid Tips 

Shock – Shock occurs when body tissues are  

deprived of oxygenated blood, due to it being  

redirected to the most vital organs (the brain, 

heart, lungs and kidneys). There are many reasons 

why an animal may suffer from shock but trauma, 

blood or fluid loss (such as with severe vomiting 

and diarrhoea) and severe infection are all  

common causes.  

You pet may have shock if they become weak and 

cold, have a fast heart beat and pale gums and 

rapid breathing. Some animals may also vomit and 

shiver when they have shock. Shock will need to 

be treated promptly in  

practice, usually by placing your pet on a drip, 

treating the underlying cause of the shock and  

potentially giving them supplementary oxygen. 

However, treatment for shock can start at home 

and on the way to us by : 

1. Keeping your pet warm and comfortable. 

Wrap them in their favourite blanket and 

provide hot water bottles if needs be. If they 

are wet, dry them off the best you can. 

2. Give them lots of reassurance. Remember to 

stay calm as this will help to keep them re-

laxed. 

3. Controlling any bleeding. 

4. Not giving them anything to eat or drink. 

Travelling abroad Pre and 

Post Brexit 

 

 

 

 
 

Competition Time! 

 

Competition Time 
 

 
 

Stand a chance to #WIN this amazing 2KG bag of 

Lovejoys food and some treats for your dog! 

 

 
 

Just post a picture of your puppy, tag Westover 

Vets and hashtag #crownthecutie for a chance to 

win! 

#Competition ends on the 14th of March at 12pm 

#Freebie #giveaway #competitiontime #giveaways 

#uk #free #giveawayalert 

                   ………………………….. 
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Post Brexit 

 

Pick up a leaflet 

from reception 


